To introduce a method for calculating age-weighted death proportions (wDP) for comparison purposes.
other than the condition under consideration. 4 In other words, a change in a cause-specific DP does not necessarily imply a change in the risk of dying from that specific cause. In addition, if all causes of death are equally elevated in a population (relative to other populations), the DP would not reflect those higher absolute risks. Bearing these limitations in mind, epidemiologists continue to use cause-specific DP to describe or to compare mortality patterns among population groups.
Limitations of Conventional Cause-specific Death Proportions
Comparison of conventional cause-specific DP may not be fair if the age at which deaths occur is not taken into account. For example, the DP for respiratory diseases in the municipality of Sao Paulo, Brazil, was 0.126 in 1994, almost the same as the 0.125 observed in 1980. However, if one considers the age distribution of deaths for respiratory diseases in both years ( Figure 1) , it is apparent that although the DP for respiratory diseases are quantitatively almost the same, there is a huge qualitative difference between them: deaths from respiratory diseases in 1994 occurred at much older ages than in 1980. The total mortality experience in Sao Paulo also changed (in the same way, but to a lesser extent) over the same period of time. A different method of DP calculation could address these weaknesses. 
Cause-specific Proportions of Years of Potential Life Lost
In the US, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention publish absolute and proportional numbers of years of potential life lost before a specific age cutoff point (most commonly 65 years). 5 These cause-specific proportions of years of potential life lost (PYPLL) S ret ain the main advantage of conventional DP in that they require no census data.
A cause-specific PYPLL before a specific age is calculated as follows: 6 
PYPLL
= ' (1) where PYPLL = proportion of years of potential life lost for a specific cause before a maximum age, q = number of deaths from the specific cause in the ^ age group, tj = number of deaths from all causes in the ^ age group, and Wj = the weight of the ^ age group, equal to the number of years of life yet to be lived until the maximum age. 6 Limitations of Cause-specific PYPLL Cause-spedfic PYPLL aie usually employed to indicate premature mortality in a population. 6 Although there is no consensus about what is a premature death, 7 it is common to use 65 years as the cutoff point, ignoring all deaths beyond this age. 6 It is evident that, as the life span increases, an increasing proportion of deaths is being ignored. Recently, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention started to release absolute and relative numbers of years of potential life lost before the age of 85 years, 8 but this still may not capture the concept of premature deaths.
However, choice of maximum age aside, the problem intrinsic to proportionate mortality would remain. As with conventional DP, because the denominator refers to total number of years of potential life lost, the magnitude of the PYPLL depends on the number of years of potential life lost from causes other than the condition under consideration. Therefore, even though PYPLL are useful for comparisons across causes of death within the same population, comparisons for the same cause across different populations may be problematic. We shall refer to this problem of non-comparability as 'the proportionate effect'.
Objective
We propose a method for calculating age-weighted causespecific death proportions (wDP) for purposes of comparison of proportionate mortality across populations. The objective is to improve the information given by conventional DP, attributing different weights to deaths occurring at different ages, using the concept of years of potential life lost. As the purpose of the proposed wDP is not to determine the proportion of premature deaths in a population, we will use a maximum age that encompasses virtually all deaths. In addition, the method will provide a means of eliminating the proportionate effect to which proportionate mortality measures, like PYPLL anc^ conventional DP, are subject, making feasible mortality comparisons across causes and populations.
Methods

Setting a maximum age that encompasses virtually all deaths
We will assume that the limit of life is 100 years. In the State of Sao Paulo, in the 1984-1994 period, the percentage of deaths occurring at age *100 years ranged from 0.08% (1986) to 0.12% (1990) of all deaths at a known age. 9 In parallel, the US National Center for Health Statistics 10 reported a total of 13 211 deaths occurring at age >100 years in 1991 in the country as a whole, or 0.6% of the 2 168 942 deaths at a known age in that year. This percentage varies among causes of death. For example, heart disease accounted for 720 575 (33.2%) of all deaths, 6539 of which (0.9%) occurred in people who were >100 years of age (representing 49% of all deaths in this age group). Malignant neoplasms accounted for 514 636 deaths (23.7% of all deaths), 559 of which (0.1%) occurred in people »100 years (or 4% of deaths in that age range).
In this example, after eliminating deaths at >100 years, the heart disease proportionate contribution becomes 33.1% (714 036/2 155 731), and the malignant neoplasm proportionate contribution becomes 23.8% (514 077/2 155 731). Such discrepancies seem acceptable, but the proportion of people dying in the US at an age >100 years has increased from 0.3% in 1982 to 0.6% in 1991, 10~19 so it seems advisable to remain flexible in setting a maximum age.
Weights and assumptions for calculating PYPLL before the age of 100 years (PYPLL-IOO)
The weights to be used in calculating PYPLL-ioo vai Y fr°m 100 to zero, and are calculated under the following premises:
(a) the limit of human life is assumed to be 100 years, so that the weight at birth equals 100, and the weight for the 100th year of life (and over), when available, equals 0; (b) the weight for a specific age of death is equal to (100 -specific age), rounding to 100 any specific age *100 years, when available.
When cause-specific ages of death are only reported in age groups, as they commonly are, (c) deaths are assumed to be uniformly distributed within the age group, so that the age group midpoints can be used to generate the respective weights. However, many sources of data do not routinely release mortality statistics as detailed as those of the National Center for Health Statistics in the US, so deaths at age 3*100 years, are usually included in an upper age group of 80 or 85 and over. Thus, (d) when the oldest age group, with a lower limit <100, has no upper limit specified (e.g. s*80, *85), the upper limit is assumed to be 99. Because deaths at an age *100 years are included in this group, the proportionate contribution of some causes may be slightly distorted.
These potential distortions resulting from deaths at age si00 years are not precisely quantifiable, but the numbers for the US in 1991 10 may give a rough idea of their magnitude. Assigning a weight of zero for deaths occurring at an age >100 years, the PYPLL-IOO for heart disease and malignant neoplasms would be, respectively, 0.263 and 0.243. On the other hand, when such deaths are included in the 85-99 age group, these numbers become, respectively, 0.266 and 0.241. These discrepancies are very small. When the proportion of deaths at age > 100 is lower than in the US, e.g. Sao Paulo, this distortion would be even smaller.
In Appendix 1 there is a worked example of how to calculate the proportion of years of potential life lost for cardiovascular diseases before the age of 100 years, using 1994 Sao Paulo data. 20 In this example, the oldest age group is open-ended (5*80).
The proportionate effect
Consider two populations with the same number of deaths for all causes. If both the number and the age distribution of deaths for a certain cause were the same in the two populations, the number of YPLL-100 for that cause would be the same in both. However, the PYPLL-IOO f°r tnat cause might not be the same, because the total number of YPLL-100 in each population would depend on the age-distribution of deaths for the remaining causes, since the PYPLL-100 ^o r ^ causes must equal 1.00. The latter is an undesirable limitation of Pypix-ioo because it both distorts figures for cause-specific PYPLL-IOO an<^ does not detect differences in the age of death for all causes from one population to another. In the next section we propose a method that eliminates this type of proportionate effect, defining a wDP that can be used to compare proportionate mortality across populations.
The procedure
The procedure consists of allowing changes in the numerator without the corresponding changes in the denominator. In other words, the numerator may vary freely, but the denominator is set to that of a standard age distribution of deaths for all causes. Thus, the numerator of a cause-specific wDP is calculated in the same way as it is for a regular PYPLL-IOO-^u t me denominator consists of the expected number of years of potential life lost for all causes and is calculated as follows:
(1) A standard age distribution for deaths from all causes is chosen; this choice is arbitrary and can be made from among the populations being compared. We refer to the remaining populations being compared as test populations.
(2) The standard age distribution for deaths from all causes is applied to the total number of deaths for all causes in the test population, in order to generate the expected numbers of deaths from all causes in each age group of the test population, under the assumption that the total number of deaths for all causes in the test population had the same age distribution as that of the standard population.
(3) The expected numbers of deaths for all causes in each age group are then weighted, as described above, to provide the expected numbers of years of potential life lost for all causes in each age group of the test population.
(4) The sum of these expected age-specific numbers gives the expected number of yean of potential life lost for all causes in the test population.
A wDP for a specific cause of death is the quotient of the number of years of potential life lost (before the age of 100 years) for the specific cause in the test population over the expected number of yean of potential life lost (before the age of 100 years) for all causes in the test population. Table 1 shows a worked example of wDP calculation.
Using notation similar to that in (1), a cause-specific ageweighted death proportion is algebraically defined as
where wDP = age-weighted death proportion for a specific cause, C L test = nu mber of deaths for the specific cause in the ^ age group of the test population, h, standard = number of deaths for all causes in the i 1 " age group of the standard population, Tstandard = total number of deaths in the entire population for all causes, T test = total number of deaths from all causes in the test population, and Wj = weight of the i^ age group.
It should be emphasized that the age categories (and by extension, the weights) must be the same in the standard and test populations.
Within any population, the sum of all cause-spedfic wDP may not equal one, and this may be due to the number of deaths or their timing. The departure from unity depends on how much the test and the standard age distributions differ from each other. This is, in fact, a desirable property of wDP, because their sum may be taken as a general indicator of 'health' as it represents a direct comparison between the years of life lost in the test and standard populations. Specifically, the sum of all wDP is a ratio between the observed number of years of life lost for all causes in the test population (the numerator), and the expected number of years of life lost for all causes in the test population (the denominator), if the test population had the same age distribution as that of the standard population. This ratio is the sum of all cause-specific age-weighted death proportions in the test population.
Returning to the proportionate effect
Now that the procedure has been completely defined, we return to the issue of correcting for the proportionate effect. Table 2 shows five hypothetical situations with different populations (A-E). In order to simplify the example, only two age groups (0-49 years, and 50-99 years), and only two causes of death (disease X, and disease Y) were specified. The numbers of deaths vary across causes and age groups, but the total number of deaths for both causes is the same (3000). The age distribution of total mortality in group A will be the standard for wDP calculations. Respective PYPLL-IOO are a ' so provided. B and C have the same number of years of potential life lost for Y (75 800), but not the same PYPLL-IOO' wn ich are 0.484 and 0.555, respectively. This proportionate effect, a consequence of differences in X, is corrected by wDP, which turns out to be the same (0.500) for both B and C. Accordingly, the sum of wDP does not equal one: in B, it is 1.033 (reflecting the large number of years of potential life lost, as compared to the standard); in C, in contrast, it is 0.901.
D and E have the same number of years of potential life lost for X (35 400), but not the same PYPLL-IOOwmc h are 0.213 and 0.280, respectively. As in the example above, this proportionate effect, a consequence of differences in Y, is corrected by the wDP, which is 0.234 in both D and E. The sum of both wDP does not equal one: in D, it is 1.099, and in E, it is 0.835 (as compared to the standard). One must be cautious about comparing wDP among populations: wDP do not reflect the relative risk of death in the populations being compared, because they are not risks (or rates). The wDP have no absolute interpretation and only have meaning when comparing two or more populations.
Applying the procedure
We have calculated examples of age-weighted DP for two purposes:
(a) to compare selected causes of death in a developing region over a 15-year period of time; and (b) to show that the wDP for all causes may be useful as a general health index.
Comparing selected causes of death in a developing region over a 15-year period of time
In order to show the changes that age-weighted DP can highlight in a developing region over time, Sao Paulo, a Brazilian municipality of 10 million inhabitants in 1994, was chosen due to availability and reliability of data. 20 In Sao Paulo, during the 1980-1994 period, conventional DP due to ill-defined causes (ICD XVI, 9th revision) ranged from 0.012 to 0.016, and the proportion of subjects dying at an unknown age did not exceed 0.0017. Therefore, it was feasible to use information on causes of death and age at death. Conventional and age-weighted DP were calculated for the following ICD (9th revision) groups of causes: (1) infectious diseases (ICD-I); (2) neoplasms (ICD-II); (3) metabolic/immune disturbances (ICD-IH); (4) 
Showing that wDPfor all causes may be useful as a general health index
For purposes of illustration, the 1980-1994 conventional DP and wDP from all causes in Sao Paulo were calculated, taking 1990 Sao Paulo mortality as the standard, and using the 12 age groups described earlier.
Results
Changes In age-weighted DP, as compared to changes in conventional DP, in S£o Paulo, during the 1980-1994 period
Both graphics shown in Figure 2 use the same scale, to make comparable the changes in conventional DP (2-A) and ageweighted DP (2-B) that occurred in Sao Paulo from 1980 through 1994. As pointed out earlier, age-weighted DP are comparable across causes and across time within the same underlying population, so a ranking of causes of death can be obtained for every year of the period, and then compar'\ • that obtained from conventional DP. For example, in 1980, neoplasms were third in terms of the number of deaths, but sixth in terms of wDP in that year. Using wDP, external causes are ranked second as a cause of death in Sao Paulo in every year since 1983, with increasing importance year after year, a pattern that was not dear under the conventional DP approach. Ageweighted DP for perinatal conditions and infectious diseases show a clearer declining pattern over time than that depicted with conventional DP. Cardiovascular diseases remained the leading cause of death in Sao Paulo in every year of the period, even after taking into account the overall mortality experience in each year.
The case of age-weighted DP for respiratory diseases is of particular interest, because it reflects a shift in age of death for this group of causes, whereas conventional DP fluctuated around a stable figure during all years of observation. Respiratory diseases, the initial motivating example in Figure 1 , showed a decline in the wDP from 0.175 to 0.107 between 1980 and 1994. may be utilized as a general health indicator of a population. In this particular example (1980-1994 Sao Paulo), the wDP for all causes equals 1.000 in 1990 only (the standard mortality). It is dear that 1980-1984 were the worst years of the time period under consideration, in terms of years of potential life lost for all causes.
Showing that corrected wDP for all causes may be useful as a general health index
Although a gradual improvement in the whole mortality picture is observed over time, thanks to the great reduction in the wDP for some groups of causes (namely, infectious and respiratory diseases, and perinatal circumstances), external causes (and HTV infection, included in the group of metabolic/immune disturbances) show an impressive elevation.
Discussion
Generalities
The objective of wDP is to age-correct conventional DP for comparison purposes, keeping the main advantage of proportionate mortality, i.e. the lack of need for census data. The wDP is not subject to the same proportionate effect as are conventional DP and proportions of years of potential life lost, because the sum of all cause-specific wDP may not equal 1.00. Therefore, wDP can express the relative importance of causes of death in quantitative terms.
The use of years of potential life lost is not new. It was extensively reviewed by Romeder and McWhinnie in 1977, 21 who credited Dempsey 22 as the first to mention this concept in 1947. In 1950, Haenszel proposed a standardized rate (censusbased denominator) that expressed deaths in terms of years of life lost, 23 to complement conventional death rates (censusbased denominator). Reports on potential years of life lost may be expressed 6 as absolute numbers (no denominator), as proportions, or as rates (census-based denominator). It is clear from our discussion that wDP are a different type of measure.
As described above, deaths at age *100 years and open-ended upper age categories can lead to biased wDP estimation. However, in many practical situations, the extent of that bias is likely to be small. Nevertheless, in a comparison context, causes of death that occur at older ages will exhibit lower wDP than those occurring at younger ages. Thus, in spite of minor limitations, we believe that wDP are an improvement over proportionate mortalities in general, and conventional DP in particular, for comparison purposes. It must be borne in mind that the absolute value of wDP cannot be interpreted: they are only meaningful in the context of a comparison.
The social burden of deaths
The use of PYLL-100 in wDP calculations enables cause-specific wDP to present a realistic picture about the relative importance of cause of deaths within (and across) populations. This is of particular interest in developing regions, where-as Evans et al. 24 pointed out in 1981, problems typical of the developed world (chronic diseases, like non-transmissible cardiovascular diseases and neoplasms), those typical of the underdeveloped world (Infant mortality), and those characteristic of a transitional situation (violence) all coexist.
The example of deaths for cardiovascular diseases in Sao Paulo is very illustrative (Figure 2 ). Although cardiovascular diseases are by far the leading cause in terms of number of deaths, their leadership becomes dramatically less evident when they are analysed in terms of wDP, because the remaining causes have a large contribution in terms of PYLL-100. In other words, they are important, but their importance is obscured by deaths occurring at younger ages for other causes, reflecting the huge and diversified burden of deaths with which Sao Paulo must cope concomitantly. Table 2 illustrates several points about the proportionate effect. For instance, the shift in age of deaths for X (from B to C) does not affect the expected number of YPLL-100 for both causes, which remains 151 500, but does affect the observed number of YPLL-100 for both causes, which is reduced by 20 000 YPLL-100 (from 156 500 to 136 500). Accordingly, that shift in X forces an artificial increase in the PYPLL_IOO * or Y (^r om 0.4S4 to 0.555). However, the number of YPLL-100 for Y did not change, therefore the wDP for Y is the same in B and in C. The change in the wDP for all causes (from B to C) is due to the shift in the age of deaths for X only (because the total number of deaths in B and C was held constant).
The proportionate effect
A more realistic, but still hypothetical example may be derived from Table 1 , where the 1994 wDP for respiratory disease was calculated to be 0.1075 (and the PYPLL-IOO-0.1112). In this example, the wDP for the remaining causes can be calculated as 0.8591 (and the corresponding PYPLL-IOO ^ °-8888 >-
eaths for respiratory disease were shifted from the age group '^80' to the age group '<1', the number of YPLL-100 for respiratory diseases would increase to 516 401, and the number of YPLL-100 for all causes would increase to 3 221 508.5. Therefore, although no change had occurred in the number of PYLL-100 for the remaining causes, its PYPLL-IOO wou 'd decrease to 0.8397, in order to accommodate the new PYPLL-IOO ^o r res P' r ' atory diseases of 0.1603.-However, the new wDP for respiratory disease of 0.1640 would not affect the wDP for the remaining causes, which would continue to be 0.8591. The overall change in the wDP for all causes (from 0.9666 to 1.0231) would be due to the shift in the age of deaths for respiratory diseases only (as the total number of deaths was held constant at 66 929).
The wDP for all causes
The value of this meastire as a general index of 'health' has already been highlighted. It is evident from the examples that the wDP for all causes can be calculated just by knowing the total number of deaths in the test population and the age distribution of deaths for all causes in the standard population. Because the number of PYLL-100 for all causes does not have a complement (like a specific cause has the 'the remaining causes' as the complement for all deaths), its value is what it is, and indicates the overall change in YPLL-100 in the test population as compared to the standard.
Cause-specific wDP strengths and limitations
Cause-specific wDP are not rates, and therefore share the same limitations as age-standardized proportionate mortality ratios (SPMR). As Gann pointed out, 25 the chief problem with SPMR is that the SPMR for one cause is not independent of the SPMR for other causes. If the total number of deaths in the cohort is unusual, the proportion due to the particular cause of interest may be distorted. In an extreme example, if the total number of deaths in each age group of the population B (Table 2) is doubled, the SPMR for disease X will be halved. The same would happen with the wDP for X.
Although the main objectives of this paper did not include making formal comparisons between wDP and SPMR, this is an issue that comes up naturally. Those interested in such comparisons may refer to Appendix 2, where three considerations are empirically demonstrated with actual Sao Paulo data.
Cause-specific wDP have at least three advantages over the corresponding SPMR:
(1) their sum is equal to the wDP for all causes (the sum of cause-specific SPMR has no meaning); (2) a cause-specific wDP can detect a shift in the age of deaths (a cause-specific SPMR cannot). For instance: returning to the fictitious examples in Table 2 , and still using population A as standard, the SPMR for X would be the same (140) in B and C, and the SPMR for Y would be the same (110) in D and E. This happens because cause-specific SPMR are not weighted for the age at which deaths occur; and (3) cause-specific wDP may be compared across different populations. Conceptually, respective cause-specific SPMR are comparable to the standard only. This happens because 25 ' 26 a cause-specific SPMR is the ratio between the actual (observed) number of deaths for the specific cause over the expected number of deaths for the same cause (if the age-specific proportions of death for that cause in the standard population were applied to the total number of deaths in the same age group of the test population). The denominator of that ratio changes according to the variation in the test population.
In addition, the SPMR for all causes is 100 by definition. 27 The SPMR analysis, usually applied to deaths in a narrow age range, is very popular in Occupational Epidemiology, but has been criticized by non-occupational epidemiologists, 28 -29 who recommend the use of case-control analysis instead.
Reliability of census data and rates
One advantage of wDP is that they do not depend on census data, which may be unreliable in intercensus years. Two examples from regions with different degrees of economic development illustrate the latter statement: (1) the total Sao Paulo population was projected to be 11 380 300 for 1990; 30 the 1991 census enumerated 9 480 427 people; 31 (2) the number of people in the age group '5*85' in the State of Pennsylvania, USA, was projected to be 240 764 for 1989; 32 the 1990 census enumerated 171 836 people in this age group. 33 The respective rates (which measure a different phenomenon than that measured by wDP), of course, would be dramatically affected by these discrepancies. This is an obvious advantage for health planners who are interested in the relative importance of specific causes of death in population groups, provided that the problem of inaccuracy in determining causes of death is minimal. 
